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Computer science is a field that emerged from mathematics. Today these two fields continue

to push the advancement of the other one forward. Theoretical aspects of computer science

is often the playground for mathematicians to explore new and existing branches of math

and computationally difficult problems in math required the use of computers to solve.

To provide an glimpse of what solving problems in computer science is like and how the fields

of math and computer science are intertwined, we will be solving problems from the Beaver

Computing Contest (BCC). No prior knowledge in computer science is required. The Beaver

Computing Contest (BCC) is a problem solving contest with a focus on computational and

logical thinking but only require comfort with concepts found in school.

Catch Up

Allison Beaver has a pile of 10 trees. Beatrice Beaver has only 1 tree. Allison Beaver and

Beatrice Beaver start chewing at exactly the same time. They add every tree they chew

down to their own pile of trees. Alison Beaver chews down one tree per hour. Beatrice

Beaver chews down trees at a different rate. In the first hour, she will chew down one tree.

In the second hour, she will chew down two trees. In the third hour, she will chew down

three trees, and so on.
Catch Up

Allison Beaver has a pile of 10 trees. Beatrice Beaver has only 1 tree.

Allison Beaver and Beatrice Beaver start chewing trees in a forest at exactly the same time. They add
every tree they chew down to their own pile of trees.
Alison Beaver chews down one tree per hour.
Beatrice Beaver chews down trees at a di↵erent rate. In the first hour, she will chew down one tree. In
the second hour, she will chew down two trees. In the third hour, she will chew down three trees, and
so on.

Story

After how many hours will Beatrice first have at least as many trees as Allison?

(A) 4

(B) 5

(C) 6

(D) 7

Question

7

After how many hours will Beatrice first have at least as many trees as Allison?
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Robotic Car

Beavers have developed a robotic car. It has sensors that detect intersections. It produces

the sounds shown below, when it is possible to turn left, right or both directions. The robotic

car can go straight through an intersection (when possible), turn right (when possible) or

turn left (when possible). The robotic car cannot make U-turns and cannot reverse.

It automatically stops when it senses an obstacle in front of it.

The car drives around the map shown below, starting at the indicated position. As it drives

around the map, it produces the sound Huii Ding Huii Dong, in that order.

Robotic Car

Beavers have developed a robotic car. It has sensors that detect intersections. It produces the sounds
shown below, when it is possible to turn left, right or both directions. The robotic car can go straight
through an intersection (when possible), turn right (when possible) or turn left (when possible). The
robotic car cannot make U-turns and cannot reverse.

It automatically stops when it senses an obstacle in front of it.

Story

The car drives around the map shown below, starting at the indicated position. As it drives around the
map, it produces the sounds Huiii Ding Huiii Dong, in that order.

At which location does the car stop?

(A) Location A

(B) Location B

(C) Location C

(D) Location D

Question

19

At which location of the four locations shown above did the car stop at?

The image below shows the one and only route that the robotic car must take while producing

the given sequence of sounds:

(B) Location B

Answer

The image below shows the one and only route that the robotic car must take while producing the given
sequence of sounds:

Notice that we try each possible direction at each intersection, and if the sound produced is not the
correct/expected one, we backtrack to the previous intersection and try a di↵erent path.

Explanation of Answer

The robotic car in this task is a simple version of an autonomous car. Autonomous cars sense their
surroundings with radar, GPS or computer vision. They identify appropriate navigation paths as well
as obstacles and relevant signage. Major companies and research organizations have developed working
prototypes of autonomous cars. The development of control systems for automated vehicles is an
important field in informatics.
Moreover, the task algorithmically requires exploration of the search space. The particular method used
here is backtracking. It starts from the beginning and when it can make a choice (the first intersection)
it picks one of the possible choices (left turn in the example). At the next choice, it makes another
decision if it can. In case it cannot make a decision (in our case the car reached a possible right turn,
but it expected a left turn), it backtracks to the place where it made the previous decision (which was
incorrect) and makes a new decision (in our case go straight). This process is repeated until the goal is
reached or we run out of possible decisions.
In our case the second decision, to go straight was also incorrect. This can be seen in the diagram. We
then backtrack to where the decision was made and use a right turn, the third possibility.

Connections to Computer Science

Germany

Country of Original Author

20

Notice that we try each possible direction at each intersection, and if the sound produced is

not the correct/expected one, we backtrack to the previous intersection and try a different

path.
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Jumping

A beaver moves in strange ways. He starts at the middle, as shown below. He will make five

moves, alternating between right (R) and left (L): he first moves right, then left, then right,

then left, and finally right.

On each move, he can jump 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 positions from his current position. He picks each

distance exactly once. For example,he can move right by 2, left by 1, right by 5, left by 4

and right by 3, ending at 2 - 1 + 5 - 4 + 3 = 5 positions to the right from where he started.

For your convenience, every second position is shaded.

Out of the four positions marked by a letter, there is one he can not end up on. Which one?

Solution:

Consider going right as positive and going left as negative.

• Position (A) can be reached by 5 - 4 + 3 2 + 1 = 3 steps to the right.

• Position (B) can be reached by 1 - 5 + 2 - 3 + 4 = 1 steps to the right, which is really

one step to the left.

• Position (D) can be reached by 5 3 + 4 1 + 2 = 7 steps to the right.

Notice that he cannot reach (C) since there are 3 odd numbers and 2 even numbers, and

when these are combined as additions and/or subtractions, the result will always be odd.

Specifically, notice that two odd numbers added or subtracted will always be even, and

three odd numbers added or subtracted will always be odd. When two even numbers are

combined by addition or subtraction, they form an even number, and an even number and an

odd number combined by addition or subtraction is always odd. However, (C) is at position

-2, which is unreachable.
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Irrigation System:

Beavers have created a nifty irrigation system for their fields. The water flows from a lake

at the top of the hill all the way down to the fields numbered 1 to 6 at the bottom. Along

the water canals, the beavers have installed four water gates A to D, where the water can

only flow either to the left ←− or to the right −→. An example showing how these may be

set to have the water flow to fields 1, 2, 5 and 6 is shown below.

Irrigation System

Beavers have created a nifty irrigation system for their fields. The water flows from a lake at the top of
the hill all the way down to the fields numbered 1 to 6 at the bottom.
Along the water canals, the beavers have installed four water gates A to D, where the water can only
flow either to the left ( ) or to the right( ). An example showing how these may be set to have the
water flow to fields 1, 2, 5 and 6 is shown below.

Story

What is the correct configuration for the water gates to irrigate only fields 2, 4, 5 and 6?

(A) A: B: C: D:

(B) A: B: C: D:

(C) A: B: C: D:

(D) A: B: C: D:

Question

11

What is the correct configuration for the water gates to irrigate only fields 2, 4, 5 and 6?

Solution:

A: −→
B: ←−
C: −→
D: ←−
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Secret Message

Agents Boris and Bertha communicate using secret messages. For example, Boris wants to

communicate the following message to Bertha.

MEETBILLY BEAV ERAT6

He writes each character in a 4 column grid from left-to-right and row-by-row starting from

the top. He puts an X in any unused spaces in the bottom row. The result is shown below.

Secret Message

Agents Boris and Bertha communicate using secret messages.
For example, Boris wants to communicate the following message to Bertha.

MEETBILLYBEAVERAT6

He writes each character in a 4 column grid from left-to-right and row-by-row starting from the top. He
puts an X in any unused spaces in the bottom row. The result is shown below.

Then he creates the encrypted message by reading the characters from top-to-bottom and column-by-
column starting from the left:

MBYVTEIBE6ELERXTLAAX

Bertha then uses the exact same method to reply to Boris. The encrypted message she sends to him is:

OIERKLTEILH!WBEX

Story

What was the original message sent by Bertha? (It does not contain an X.)

(A) OKWHERETOMEET!

(B) OKIWILLBETHERE!

(C) WILLYOUBETHERETOO?

(D) OKIWILLMEETHIM!

Question

11

Then he creates the encrypted message by reading the characters from top-to-bottom and

column-by- column starting from the left:

MBY V TEIBE6ELERXTLAAX

Bertha then uses the exact same method to reply to Boris. The encrypted message she sends

to him is:

OIERKLTEILH!WBEX

What was the original message sent by Bertha? (It does not contain X)

Solution: You can determine the original message by entering the encrypted message into

the grid from top to bottom and column by column. This gives “OKIWILLBETHERE!”

B) OKIWILLBETHERE!

Answer

You can determine the original message by entering the encrypted message into the grid from top to
bottom and column by column. This gives:

Then reading from left-to-right and row-by-row gives:

OKIWILLBETHERE!

Explanation of Answer

We do not always want messages sent across networks to be read if they are intercepted. These messages
might contain a password or other private information. Therefore, a message is sometimes encrypted.
For this to work, the recipient needs to be able to decrypt this encrypted message and discover the
original secret message. However, it should not be possible for an adversary who finds the encrypted
message to also recover the original secret message.
The method to encrypt and decrypt is called a cipher. There are many types of ciphers. The one used
in this task is called a transposition cipher as it rearranges the letters in the original message to create
the secret message. The study of ciphers is called cryptography. Modern cryptography is a big area of
research and involves more complicated ciphers based on hard mathematical problems.

Connections to Computer Science

United Kingdom

Country of Original Author

12
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Rabbit Hole

Beavers are going for a stroll in the woods. They walk in a line, one beaver after another.

Nasty rabbits have dug holes along the beavers route. The holes are deep enough so that

some number of beavers will fall in. Once the hole is full of beavers, all the beavers behind

the hole walk on top of the beavers in the hole. Then the beavers climb out of the hole from

the top to the bottom. The example below involves beavers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; (1 being the first

one in line, and 5 being the last in line) and one hole deep enough for three beavers:

Rabbit Hole

Beavers are going for a stroll in the woods. They walk in a line, one beaver after another.

Nasty rabbits have dug holes along the beavers’ route.

The holes are deep enough so that some number of beavers will fall in. Once the hole is full of beavers,
all the beavers behind the hole walk on top of the beavers in the hole. Then the beavers climb out of
the hole from the top to the bottom. The example below involves beavers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; (1 being the first
one in line, and 5 being the last in line) and one hole deep enough for three beavers.

Initially First three beavers all Walking on top of Every beaver out of the
in the hole beavers in the hole hole and back in line

Story

If there are 7 beavers (with 1 being the first one in line, and 7 being the last in line), and the first
hole encountered holds four beavers, the second hole encountered holds two beavers and the last hole
encountered hold three beavers, what is the order of the beavers after all beavers have passed over these
three holes?

(A) 3 2 1 6 5 7 4

(B) 7 4 3 5 6 1 2

(C) 1 2 3 4 7 5 6

(D) 2 3 4 1 6 7 5

Question

14

If there are 7 beavers (with 1 being the first one in line, and 7 being the last in line), and

the first hole encountered holds four beavers, the second hole encountered holds two beavers

and the last hole encountered hold three beavers, what is the order of the beavers after all

beavers have passed over these three holes?

Rabbit Hole

Beavers are going for a stroll in the woods. They walk in a line, one beaver after another.

Nasty rabbits have dug holes along the beavers’ route.

The holes are deep enough so that some number of beavers will fall in. Once the hole is full of beavers,
all the beavers behind the hole walk on top of the beavers in the hole. Then the beavers climb out of
the hole from the top to the bottom. The example below involves beavers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; (1 being the first
one in line, and 5 being the last in line) and one hole deep enough for three beavers.

Initially First three beavers all Walking on top of Every beaver out of the
in the hole beavers in the hole hole and back in line

Story

If there are 7 beavers (with 1 being the first one in line, and 7 being the last in line), and the first
hole encountered holds four beavers, the second hole encountered holds two beavers and the last hole
encountered hold three beavers, what is the order of the beavers after all beavers have passed over these
three holes?

(A) 3 2 1 6 5 7 4

(B) 7 4 3 5 6 1 2

(C) 1 2 3 4 7 5 6

(D) 2 3 4 1 6 7 5

Question

14

Solution: 7 4 3 5 6 1 2

Initially, the line is:

7654321

Then, after the first hole (of depth 4), we have

1234765

After the second hole (of depth 2), we have:
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5612347

After the third hole (of depth 3), we have:

7435612

Another way to see the solution is to notice that the first two holes encountered have 6

spaces, and thus, we the line approaches the last hole, “7” will be at the front, and thus, “7”

will be the last to leave the last hole. Thus, the answer must be “7 4 3 5 6 1 2”.

Chain

Cindy wrote a computer program which can be used to paint a chain of squares and triangles.

The following instructions make the program draw single shapes:

• S draws a big square

• s draws a small square

• T draws a big triangle

• t draws a small triangle

There is also a repeat instruction N[I] where N is a number and I is a sequence of instructions.

This command makes the program follow the instruction sequence I a total of N times. For

example, the instruction sequence s 2[T t] S makes the program paint this chain:

Chain

Cindy wrote a computer program which can be used to paint a chain of squares and triangles.
The following instructions make the program draw single shapes:

• S draws a big square

• s draws a small square

• T draws a big triangle

• t draws a small triangle

There is also a repeat instruction N [I] where N is a number and I is a sequence of instructions. This
command makes the program follow the instruction sequence I a total of N times.
For example, the instruction sequence s 2[T t] S makes the program paint this chain:

Story

Which instruction sequence will make the program paint the following chain?

(A) s 3[t s T] t s

(B) S 3[t s T] S

(C) S 3[t s T] t S

(D) S 2[t s T] t S

Question

18

Write a program that will paint the following chain using the least amount of code possible?

Chain

Cindy wrote a computer program which can be used to paint a chain of squares and triangles.
The following instructions make the program draw single shapes:

• S draws a big square

• s draws a small square

• T draws a big triangle

• t draws a small triangle

There is also a repeat instruction N [I] where N is a number and I is a sequence of instructions. This
command makes the program follow the instruction sequence I a total of N times.
For example, the instruction sequence s 2[T t] S makes the program paint this chain:

Story

Which instruction sequence will make the program paint the following chain?

(A) s 3[t s T] t s

(B) S 3[t s T] S

(C) S 3[t s T] t S

(D) S 2[t s T] t S

Question

18

Solution: S 3[t s T] t S
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You Must Turn

A king loves long travels in his coach, so he orders his coach- man to never go straight when

reaching a new road. That is, the coachman must turn either right or left if he comes to any

intersection. This applies even for intersections with three roads.

You Must Turn

A king loves long travels in his coach, so he orders his coach-
man to never go straight when reaching a new road. That
is, the coachman must turn either right or left if he comes to
any intersection. This applies even for intersections with three
roads.
On the image to the right you see a road map of the country.
Roads are shown as red vertical or horizontal lines. All roads
connecting two adjacent intersections are 1 km long.
The king needs to go from the bottom left corner, marked
Start, to the top right corner, marked Finish. The coachman
however, wants to get to the destination as quickly as possible.

Story

Find a shortest path for the coachmen from start to the finish that does not break the rule that the
coach can never go straight. What length does it have?

(A) 11 km

(B) 13 km

(C) 15 km

(D) It is not possible to get to the destination without breaking the rule.

Question

26

Find a shortest path for the coachmen from start to the finish that does not break the rule

that the coach can never go straight. What length does it have?

Solution: Here is the 13 km path: Let us now show that this path is optimal. On the image

to the right you see four marked roads. The king on his journey must use at least one of

these roads. Let us now consider them one by one. It is possible to reconstruct the path

starting from these roads, i.e. we continue the path first forwards, then backwards. Almost

always there is only one way to continue a path; sometimes we may turn in both directions,

but in these cases we do not turn to obviously non- optimal directions. Finally we select the

optimal path from four variants:
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Descend the Tree

Your friend writes down all of the integers starting from 0 to 2046 in the following way:

Specifically, below every number there are two numbers: one on the left and one on the

right. For example, below 3, the number 7 is on the left, and the number 8 is on the right.

The numbers can be read in increasing order from the top row to bottom row and from

left-to-right within a row. Notice that we can get from 0 to 11 by going right (R) (from 0

to 2), left (L) (from 2 to 5) then left (L) (from 5 to 11). Starting at 0, what sequence of left

(L) and right (R) moves will end up at 100? what about 1000?

Solution: Notice that all even numbers are arrived at by a (R) move and likewise all odd

numbers are arrived by a left (L) move. Therefore, 100 must end with an right (R) move.

We can also determine the parent of each number (the above number directly connected to

it). For example, the number 12, the above number directed connected to it is 5 and since

12 is even, we move to the right of 5 to get to 12.

To determine the parent of an

• odd number: we divide by 2 and round down For example, if the number was 13.

We divide by 2 which gives us 6.5 and round down to get 6. ∴ the parent of 13 is 6

• even number: we subtract 1, divide by 12 and then round down For example, if the

number was 10, we subtract 1, divide by 2 which gives 4.5 which rounds down to 4. ∴

the parent 10 is 4.

Applying this strategy

The parent of 100 is 49. Using a similar argument, 49 (which is odd) must be arrived by an

(L) move, and the parent of 49 is 24. Similarly, 11, 5, 2, 0 is sequence of steps to the root

of the tree, which causes moves to be RLLRLR. No other path can lead to the number 100,

since paths are unique. Similarly, the moves that lead to 1000 is RRRRRLRLLR
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Spies

Every Friday, six spies share all the information they have gathered that week. A spy can

never be seen with more than one other spy at the same time. They have to conduct several

rounds of meetings where they meet up in pairs and share all information they have at that

point. The group of 6 spies needs only three rounds to distribute all information. Before

the meetings, each spy holds a single piece of information. (spy 1 knows a, spy 2 knows b,

etc.). In the first round, spies 1 and 2 meet and share information so now both know ab.

The diagram shows the initial information as well as the three rounds of meetings, with lines

indicating which spies meet in each round. It also shows which pieces of information they

all have. After three rounds all information has been distributed.

After an international incident one spy has stopped attending the meetings. What is the

minimum number of rounds needed for the five remaining spies to share all information?

Solution: 4

This answer is probably unexpected: the obvious answer is three (or less?) since we have one

spy less. This answer is even more strange if we consider that if there were only four spies

they would quite obviously share all the information in two rounds. However, unsuccessful

attempts at solving the task soon show us the root of the problem: since the number of spies

is odd, one of them is inactive in every round. Say that spy number 5 does not participate in

the first round, but he/she participates in the second round. Thus after the second round,

only two spies will know his/her piece of information (e). In the third round, these two spies

will meet two other spies, so after three rounds (only) four spies will know e. The fourth

round is needed to spread this information to the fifth spy. Therefore, we have proved that

at least four rounds are needed. To show that they are enough, we construct a schema with

four rounds.

(C) 4

Answer

This answer is probably unexpected: the obvious answer is three (or less?) since we have one spy less.
This answer is even more strange if we consider that if there were only four spies they would quite
obviously share all the information in two rounds.
However, unsuccessful attempts at solving the task soon show us the root of the problem: since the
number of spies is odd, one of them is “inactive” in every round. Say that spy number 5 does not
participate in the first round, but he/she participates in the second round. Thus after the second round,
only two spies will know his/her piece of information (e). In the third round, these two spies will meet
two other spies, so after three rounds (only) four spies will know e. The fourth round is needed to spread
this information to the fifth spy.
Therefore, we have proved that at least four rounds are needed. To show that they are enough, we
construct a schema with four rounds.

Explanation of Answer

When computers share information, the sharing usually happens in pairs. A related problem is how to
share information along a whole network in as short a time as possible. Thus, computer scientists need
to solve problems similar to this task: how to share information as e�ciently as possible.
This task is also known as the gossip problem. It is a worthwhile exercise to try to solve it for di↵erent
numbers of spies and you might discover an interesting, general rule.
The solution of this problem was first solved and the general rule described in 1975. This and
many similar problems can be applied to di↵erent areas in computer science such as data sharing,
communication networks and cryptography.

Connections to Computer Science

Slovenia

Country of Original Author

35
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Translation Machine

Betty programs a machine that translates an English sentence to a Beavarian sentence one

word at a time. However, there are several possible Beavarian words for each English word!

Betty noticed that different words occur next to each other at different rates. For example,

smart beaver is more common than intelligent beaver. She gives scores for word pairs: the

higher the score, the more common the word pair is. An English sentence with five words

must be translated into five Beavarian symbols. In the picture below, arrows labelled with

scores connect all valid word pairs. The total score for a translation is the sum of the scores

of the four arrows used.

Translation Machine

Betty programs a machine that translates an English sentence to a Beavarian sentence one word at a
time. However, there are several possible Beavarian words for each English word!

Betty noticed that di↵erent words occur next to each other at di↵erent rates. For example, “smart
beaver” is more common than “intelligent beaver.” She gives scores for word pairs: the higher the
score, the more common the word pair is.

An English sentence with five words must be translated into five Beavarian symbols. In the picture
below, arrows labelled with scores connect all valid word pairs. The total score for a translation is the
sum of the scores of the four arrows used.

Story

What is the highest possible total score for a translation of this sentence?

(A) 18

(B) 21

(C) 22

(D) 23

Question

26

What is the highest possible total score for a translation of this sentence.

Solution: The best possible score is 22. This can be achieved by choosing the second, second,

second, third and finally first symbol (counting from the top and moving from left-to-right).

How can we find this?

We systematically go word by word from left to right assigning a value to each symbol that

is the best possible score for a sentence ending with that symbol.

To begin, we assign a value of 0 to the three possible translations for “Tonight”. Then we

consider the four symbols for “we”. We set the value of each corresponding translation of

Tonight we to be the maximum label of an arrow coming into the corresponding symbol

of “we”. Reading from top to bottom, this gives us values of 3, 6, 7, 4 for the values of

translations of “Tonight we”. To assign values to the translations for “Tonight we eat”, we

consider the three symbols for “eat” and take the maximum value obtained by adding the

value for “Tonight we” to the maximum label on an arrow into the corresponding symbol

for “eat”. Reading from top to bottom, this gives us values of 10, 11 and 13 for translations

of “Tonight we eat”.
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Continuing in this way, we end with a best possible score for the full sentence. Using this

method to find the best score, we only use 7 + 8 + 7 = 22 additions and some comparisons

instead of (19 + 17) × 3 = 108 additions if we checked every possible path through all the

nodes. Can you see where these numbers come from?
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Height Game

Young beavers Amy, Beavy, Cuttree, Diggy, and Eary, are all different heights. They line

up, one after another, facing the same way, in some order. Then each beaver finds all the

other beavers that are taller than himself/herself. He/she counts how many of these taller

beavers are in front of him/her and how many are behind him/her.

The results are shown in the following table:

Number of taller beavers

Name in front behind

Amy 1 2

Beavy 3 1

Cuttree 1 0

Diggy 0 0

Eary 2 0

In what order are they standing in, from the front of the line to the back of the line.

Solution:

Since each beaver except Diggy has at least one beaver in front of them, Diggy must be in

the first position. Since Diggy also has no taller beavers behind, then Diggy is the tallest

beaver. Since Beavy has at least three beavers in front and at least one behind and there

are only five beavers, then she must be in the fourth position. This also means Beavy is the

shortest beaver.

Diggy Beavy

Because Amy has two taller beavers behind her (who must be Cuttree and Eary) and Beavy

is shorter than her, Amy must be in the second position.

Diggy Amy Beavy

Finally, since Eary has no taller beavers behind her, she must be behind Cuttree and thus

in the last position.

Diggy Amy Cuttree Beavy Eary
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Trees in a Forest

In a forest, there are two types of trees. Type A trees live for only one year, but after this

year, they transform into a tree of type B. Type B trees live forever and produce a new tree

of type A at the end of every year. These two scenarios can be illustrated as follows, with

each arrow representing the transformation at the end of one year.

Trees in the Forest

Question:
In a forest, there are two types of trees.
Type A trees live for only one year, but after this year, they transform into a tree of type B.
Type B trees live forever and produce a new tree of type A at the end of every year.
These two scenarios can be illustrated as follows, with each arrow representing the transformation
at the end of one year.

For example, if we start with one type A tree, after one year there will be one type B tree in
the forest. Similarly, if we start with one B tree, there will be one type A tree and one type
B tree in the forest after one year.
If we start with just one type A tree in the forest, how many type A trees and
type B trees will there be after 10 years?

Possible Answers:
34 A trees, 20 B trees
54 A trees, 144 B trees
34 A trees, 55 B trees
121 A trees, 55 B trees

28

For example, if we start with one type A tree, after one year there will be one type B tree

in the forest. Similarly, if we start with one B tree, there will be one type A tree and one

type B tree in the forest after one year. If we start with just one type A tree in the forest,

how many type A trees and type B trees will there be after 10 years?

Solution: 34 A trees, 55 B trees

There are two important observations:

• the number of A trees in a given year is the number of B trees in the previous year;

• the number of B trees in a given year is the number of B trees in the previous year

plus the number of A trees in the previous year.

After a bit of analysis, we can form the following table:

Initial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A 1 0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34

B 0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55

We do not actually need to build the whole table, because after several steps, it is possible

to observe that the numbers form the well-known Fibonacci sequence, and there is only one

answer of only Fibonacci numbers.
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Firefighter

The mayor of Beaverville is looking for volunteer firefighters. A map showing the possible

volunteers homes and how they are connected by roads is shown below. He wants to ensure

that every home in the town is either the home of a volunteer or is connected by a single

road to the home of a volunteer.

Firefighter

The mayor of Beaverville is looking for volunteer firefighters. A map showing the possible volunteers’
homes and how they are connected by roads is shown below. He wants to ensure that every home in
the town is either the home of a volunteer or is connected by a single road to the home of a volunteer.

Story

What is the minimum number of volunteers the mayor needs?

(A) 1

(B) 2

(C) 3

(D) 4

Question

23

What is the minimum number of volunteers the mayor needs?

Solution: 3

There are two houses that have only one road leading from them. Since each of them needs

to either be a firefighter or be next to a firefighter, we need to take one of Ann or Bob as well

as one of Gus or Hal. Taking Bob and Hal is better since they are adjacent to more homes

and there is no disadvantage to taking them. Notice that no matter what combination of

the above is used: either Ann and Gus, Ann and Hal, Bob and Gus, or Bob and Hal, none

of these cover every house and thus, we will need more than two houses. This means, if we

can find a set that works for three houses, we will have found the minimum and we will be

done.

After taking Bob and Hal, we see that only the homes of Eve and Fay are not yet connected

by a single road to to the home of a volunteer firefighter. Taking one of Cid or Ian fixes this.

Thus, this can be done by having volunteer firefighters in three homes: Bob, Hal and Cid.

Note that there are multiple solutions to this problem and this is only one such solution.
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Visiting Friends

Mr. Beaver has 4 friends living in different villages, and he plans to visit one of these

friends every afternoon. Mr. Beaver will follow the direction of the arrow on signs at each

intersection. Initially, all arrows point to the left road. When passing an intersection, Mr.

Beaver switches the arrow to the opposite direction. For example, on Day 1, Mr. Beaver takes

the road on the left at the first intersection, takes the left road on the second intersection,

and reaches Village W. On Day 2, Mr. Beaver turns right at the first intersection, then left

at the second intersection, and arrives Village Y.

Visiting Friends

Questions:
Mr. Beaver has 4 friends living in different villages, and he plans to visit one of these friends
every afternoon.
Mr. Beaver will follow the direction of the arrow on signs at each intersection.
Initially, all arrows point to the left road. When passing an intersection, Mr. Beaver switches
the arrow to the opposite direction.
For example, on Day 1, Mr. Beaver takes the road on the left at the first intersection, takes
the left road on the second intersection, and reaches Village W. On Day 2, Mr. Beaver turns
right at the first intersection, then left at the second intersection, and arrives Village Y.

Day 1 Day 2

Which village will Mr. Beaver visit on day 30?

Possible Answers:
Village W
Village X
Village Y
Village Z

32

Solution: Village Y

When encountering the first intersection, Mr. Beaver takes the road on the left for odd

number encounters, and the road on the right on even number encounters. Day 30 is an even

number encounter at the first intersection, so Mr. Beaver will take the road on the right.

The intersection between Village Y and Village Z (which he will encounter on Day 30) will

direct Mr. Beaver to Village Y on Day 2, Village Z on Day 4, Village Y on Day 6, and so on.

Generally, if the Day is a multiple of 4 (i.e., has remainder 0 when divided by 4), then Mr.

Beaver will visit Village Z; otherwise, if the Day is a multiple of 2 but not a multiple of 4

(i.e., has remainder 2 when divided by 4), then Mr. Beaver will visit Village Y. Since 30 has

remainder 2 when divided by 4, Mr. Beaver will visit Village Y. Another way to consider

the solution: 4 days later, the state of all the signs will be the same as is was on Day 1. So

Day 1 is the same as Day 5 and Day 9 and so on, and Day 30 is the same as Day 2.
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Problem Set

1. Zebra Tunnel There are two kinds of tunnels in BeaverLand. When a sequence of

beavers enter a black tunnel one after the other, they come out in reverse order. When

a sequence of beavers enter a white tunnel one after the other, they come out with the

first and the last beaver swapped.

Zebra Tunnel

Question:
There are two kinds of tunnels in BeaverLand.
When a sequence of beavers enter a black tunnel one after the other, they come out in reverse
order.
When a sequence of beavers enter a white tunnel one after the other, they come out with
the first and the last beaver swapped.

A Beaver family goes through three tunnels as shown.

In what order are they arranged in when they come out of the last tunnel?

Possible Answers:

7

A Beaver family goes through three tunnels as shown.

Zebra Tunnel

Question:
There are two kinds of tunnels in BeaverLand.
When a sequence of beavers enter a black tunnel one after the other, they come out in reverse
order.
When a sequence of beavers enter a white tunnel one after the other, they come out with
the first and the last beaver swapped.

A Beaver family goes through three tunnels as shown.

In what order are they arranged in when they come out of the last tunnel?

Possible Answers:

7

In what possible order are they arranged in when they come out of that last tunnel?

Solution: Correct Answer:

Explanation of Correct Answer: If the beavers are numbered (4,3,2,1) as the enter
the tunnel (where 1 is the shortest beaver, who enters first, and 4 is the tallest beaver who
enters last), then:

• leaving the first black tunnel, the order would be (1,2,3,4) when entering the white
tunnel

• leaving the white tunnel, the order would be (4,2,3,1) when entering the second black
tunnel

• leaving the second black tunnel, the order would be (1,3,2,4)

It is worth noticing that the two black tunnels could be ignored, since the reverse of the
reverse leaves the list unchanged. So, the sequence (4,3,2,1) entering the white tunnel would
cause (1,3,2,4) to leave the white tunnel.

Connections to Computer Science:
One fundamental step in understand an algorithm (i.e., a finite sequence of steps to accomplish
some goal) is to try to simplify, abstract and reason about what the algorithm does. In this
problem, we can either abstract away the details of the problems (by numbering the beavers
in some reasonable way) or simplify the problem by noticing that two reverse operations
leave the list unchanged.
This problem also highlights the concept of storing information for later retrieval. The white
tunnel is an example of a Last In First Out (LIFO) structure, which is more commonly
known as a stack. A stack of books (or plates, or papers) works by having the most-recently
placed item being the top-most item, which will be the first to be removed. Another data
structure that works differently than a stack is a queue, which is a First In, First Out (FIFO)
structure. A line-up at the cashier in a store works as a queue.

8

If the beavers are numbered (4,3,2,1) as the enter the tunnel (where 1 is the shortest

beaver, who enters first, and 4 is the tallest beaver who enters last), then:

• leaving the first black tunnel, the order would be (1,2,3,4) when entering the white

tunnel

• leaving the white tunnel, the order would be (4,2,3,1) when entering the second

black tunnel

• leaving the second black tunnel, the order would be (1,3,2,4)
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It is worth noticing that the two black tunnels could be ignored, since the reverse of

the reverse leaves the list unchanged. So, the sequence (4,3,2,1) entering the white

tunnel would cause (1,3,2,4) to leave the white tunnel.

2. Best Match You can connect a circle and a square that both have the same letter in

them using a straight line.

Best Match

Question:
You can connect a circle and a square that both have the same letter in them using a straight
line.

What is the maximum number of such connections you can make without crossing
any lines?

Possible Answers:
2
3
4
5

5

What is the maximum number of such connections you can make without crossing any

lines?

Solution: 4

Here is one possible solution:

Correct Answer:
4

Explanation of Correct Answer:
Here is one possible way to have 4 connections:

In order to see that there is no way to make 5 connections notice:

• we cannot connect connect both pairs of A nodes, since that forces us to have at most
3 connections (ABA);

• we cannot connect both the D and C nodes at the same time.

Thus out of the 6 blue boxes, we have can have at most 4 connections (i.e., at least one A
cannot be connected, and at least one from {D, C} cannot be connected).

Connections to Computer Science:
This problem is known as the longest common-subsequence (LCS) problem. The solution to
this problem is used in many software tools for comparing two sequences of data (say text
files or DNA sequences) for commonality. The solution to the LCS problem is one involving
dynamic-programming, which is a solution technique that involves writing down a recurrence
relation and then solving subproblems to build a solution to the larger problem. A recurrence
relation is a relationship or equation which involves a solution to a larger problem in terms
of a solution to a smaller problem. For example:

T (n) = T (n� 1) + n

T (1) = 1

would have a solution T (n) = n2

2
+ n

2
, which can be arrived at by substituting, as in:

T (n) = T (n� 1) + n

= (T (n� 2) + n� 1) + n

= (T (n� 3) + n� 2) + n� 1 + n
...
= 1 + 2 + 3 + · · · + n� 2 + n� 1 + n

=
n2

2
+

n

2

6

In order to see that there is no way to make 5 connections notice:

• we cannot connect connect both pairs of A nodes, since that forces us to have at

most 3 connections (ABA);

• we cannot connect both the D and C nodes at the same time.

Thus out of the 6 blue boxes, we have can have at most 4 connections (i.e., at least

one A cannot be connected, and at least one from D, C cannot be connected).

3. Log Mover Leslie the Beaver must drag logs one at a time through the system of

canals and stations shown below. The logs must be dragged through canals in the

direction of the arrows. The number in each arrow is the maximum total number of

logs that can ever be dragged through the corresponding canal.
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Log Mover

Leslie the Beaver must drag logs one at a time through the system of canals and stations shown below.
The logs must be dragged through canals in the direction of the arrows. The number in each arrow is
the maximum total number of logs that can ever be dragged through the corresponding canal.

Story

What is the maximum number of logs that Leslie can drag from the start station to the terminal station?

(A) 4

(B) 5

(C) 6

(D) 7

Question

16

What is the maximum number of logs that Leslie can drag from the start station to

the terminal station?

Solution: 5

Consider the following solution, where the first number on each arrow shows the number

of logs that Leslie carries over each canal and the second number shows its maximum

capacity:

(B) 5

Answer

Consider the following solution, where the first number on each arrow shows the number of logs that
Leslie carries over each canal and the second number shows its maximum capacity:

We see that two logs can be dragged along the three top canals. Two other logs can be dragged along
the bottom canals. A fourth log can be dragged along the first two bottom canals, then up a canal and
finally to the terminal station. This shows that it is possible for Leslie to drag five logs. To see that this
is an upper bound, notice the dashed line. Each log must be dragged across this line in order to reach
the terminal station. So at most 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 total logs can reach the terminal station.

Explanation of Answer

The problem of finding a maximum-flow in a network is common in computer science. A famous theorem
(Ford-Fulkerson, 1956) says that the maximum flow (how many logs are dragged over canals) is given
by the capacity of the minimum cut (dashed line), which if removed would disconnect the source (start
station) from the sink (terminal station).
A common example is the Internet, where we want to move as much data as possible between routers.
Other examples include image processing, airline scheduling, network reliability, and distributed com-
puting. In most of these applications, and particularly for the Internet, solving this problem quickly
is important since the Internet is composed of millions of such nodes, each with a capacity, so routing
through routers in this network needs to be done as e�ciently as possible.

Connections to Computer Science

Canada

Country of Original Author

17

We see that two logs can be dragged along the three top canals. Two other logs can

be dragged along the bottom canals. A fourth log can be dragged along the first two

bottom canals, then up a canal and finally to the terminal station. This shows that it

is possible for Leslie to drag five logs. To see that this is an upper bound, notice the

dashed line. Each log must be dragged across this line in order to reach the terminal

station. So at most 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 total logs can reach the terminal station.

4. Putting People in a Line

You are arranging people in order based on the numbers on their shirts. The order to

start is:

732985146

You will arrange individuals using the following technique:

• If the person on the left has a number which is larger than that of the person on

the right, switch the positions of those two people; otherwise, leave them in the

order they are in.
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• Move to the right one position, so that you are comparing one new person with

one of the people just compared, and repeat the above comparison and potential

swap. Once you have compared the right-most two people in the list, we call this

one pass over the list. How many passes over the list are required until the list is

in the order

123456789

Solution: 6

Here is what the sequence looks like after each pass, starting from the initial sequence:

732985146

327851469

237514689

235146789

231456789

213456789

123456789

5. The Thief The famous Blue Diamond was stolen from a museum. A thief swapped it

for a cheap green imitation diamond. The day it was stolen, 2000 people entered the

diamond room one by one. Inspector Bebro must find the thief by interviewing some

of these people. He has a list of all 2000 people in the order they entered the room.

The only question he can ask a person is:

Was the diamond green or blue when you saw it?

The thief will lie and say green but everyone else will tell the truth.

Inspector Bebro is very clever and will use a strategy where the number of people

interviewed is as small as possible.

Is it possible to find the thief after interviewing under 200 people? If so how?

Solution: He can actually find the thief by interviewing less than 20 people

Number the people from 1 to 2000 in the order they entered the room. Surprisingly,

inspector Bebro only needs to interrogate a very small fraction of people, by repeatedly

halving the list in the following manner.

• Ask person 1000 what colour diamond he or she saw.
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• If he or she answers blue, then the thief must have come after visitor number 1000

and be numbered in the range 1001..2000.

• If he or she answers green, then the thief must be numbered in the range in the

range 1..1000. Note that this is true even if person 1000 is the thief.

In both cases, the number of visitors that can possibly be the thief is reduced from

2000 to 1000. In other words, it is halved. Next inspector Bebro asks the question

to the middle person in the remaining list (i.e., number 1500 in the first case, number

500 in the second case). This again will allow him to divide the number of suspects

by two. Continuing in the same way, he will be able to reduce the number of suspects

to 500, 250, 125, 63, 32, 16, 8, 4 and ultimately 2. When left with two suspects, he

should pose the question to the first one. If he or she answers green, he or she is the

thief, otherwise the other suspect is the thief. Inspector Bebro will therefore find the

thief after interviewing only 11 people.

6. Burgers Tim and Tom are working at a burger restaurant. Tim cooks burgers one

at a time. After cooking a burger, he places it into one of three different boxes: one

with stripes, one with a pattern and one plain box. If he has cooked three burgers, he

would have a stack as follows:

Burgers

Question:
Tim and Tom are working at a burger restaurant. Tim cooks burgers one at a time. After
cooking a burger, he places it into one of three different boxes: one with stripes, one with a
pattern and one plain box. If he has cooked three burgers, he would have a stack as follows:

If he cooked two more burgers, he would have a stack like:

As Tim cooks a burger, he places that box on the top of the stack of not yet sold burgers, and
continues to cycle through the three different boxes (stripe, pattern, plain, stripe, pattern,
plain, ...) into which to place the burger.
Tom is selling the burgers one at a time and always takes the uppermost box from the stack.
Tim is cooking faster than Tom can sell the burgers.
After some time, Tom has sold some burgers and Tim has cooked more burgers. Suppose
the stack of unsold burgers looks like the following:

13

If he cooked two more burgers, he would have a stack like:
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Burgers

Question:
Tim and Tom are working at a burger restaurant. Tim cooks burgers one at a time. After
cooking a burger, he places it into one of three different boxes: one with stripes, one with a
pattern and one plain box. If he has cooked three burgers, he would have a stack as follows:

If he cooked two more burgers, he would have a stack like:

As Tim cooks a burger, he places that box on the top of the stack of not yet sold burgers, and
continues to cycle through the three different boxes (stripe, pattern, plain, stripe, pattern,
plain, ...) into which to place the burger.
Tom is selling the burgers one at a time and always takes the uppermost box from the stack.
Tim is cooking faster than Tom can sell the burgers.
After some time, Tom has sold some burgers and Tim has cooked more burgers. Suppose
the stack of unsold burgers looks like the following:

13

As Tim cooks a burger, he places that box on the top of the stack of not yet sold burgers,

and continues to cycle through the three different boxes (stripe, pattern, plain, stripe,

pattern, plain, ...) into which to place the burger. Tom is selling the burgers one at a

time and always takes the uppermost box from the stack. Tim is cooking faster than

Tom can sell the burgers. After some time, Tom has sold some burgers and Tim has

cooked more burgers. Suppose the stack of unsold burgers looks like the following:

What is the fewest number of burgers sold by Tom?

Possible Answers:
4
5
6
7

14

What is the fewest possible number of burgers sold by Tom?

Solution: 4

Consider labelling the boxes as S (for stripped), P (for patterned) and B (for blank,

meaning no stripe or pattern). So, we want to get a sequence that looks like:

S, S,B, S, P,B, P,B
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where the leftmost boxes are at the bottom of the stack, and the rightmost boxes are

at the top. If no burgers were sold at all, we would have the sequence:

S, P,B, S, P,B, S, P,B, S, P,B, ...

Notice that if we sell the burgers that are bolded as shown below:

S,P,B, S,P, B, S, P,B, S, P,BS, S,B, S, P,B, P,B.

we have the sequence

S, S,B, S, P,B, P,B

7. Magic Potions Betaro Beaver discovered five types of magic potions with the following

effects:

• makes ears longer

• makes teeth longer

• makes whiskers longer

• colours a nose white

• colours eyes white

Betaro put each magic potion into a different cup and additionally put water into a

sixth cup. Betaro labelled the cups A to F and forgot to record which cup contains

which magic potion!

Magic Potions

Betaro Beaver discovered five types of magic potions with the following e↵ects:

• makes ears longer

• makes teeth longer

• makes whiskers curly

• colours a nose white

• colours eyes white

Betaro put each magic potion into a di↵erent cup and additionally put water into a sixth cup. Betaro
labelled the cups A to F and forgot to record which cup contains which magic potion!

Betaro called Taki for help. She solved the problem by experimenting on three of their other friends:

• Using the contents of cups A, B and C together produced the e↵ects shown in Figure 1.

• Using the contents of cups A, D and E together produced the e↵ects shown in Figure 2.

• Using the contents of cups C, D and F together produced the e↵ects shown in Figure 3.

Story

Which one of the cups contains pure water?

(A) Cup A (B) Cup B (C) Cup C (D) Cup D

Question

36

Betaro called Taki for help. She solved the problem by experimenting on three of their

other friends:

• Using the contents of cups A, B and C together produced the effects shown in

Figure 1.

• Using the contents of cups A, D and E together produced the effects shown in

Figure 2.
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• Using the contents of cups C, D and F together produced the effects shown in

Figure 3.

Which one of the cups contains pure water?

Solution: Cup D

Experiment 1 has three effects. Therefore, there is no pure water in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2 and 3 both have two effects so the lone cup with pure water must be

used in both these experiments. Cup D is the only common cup between these two

experiments so it contains pure water.

Alternatively, from Experiment 1 we know that Cup A does not contain pure water

or the potion that colours eyes white. So by Experiment 2, cup D must contain pure

water or the potion that colours eyes white. Similarly, by Experiment 3, cup D must

contain pure water or the potion that makes whiskers curly. These last two statements

can only be true if cup D is pure water.

8. River Inspection

Beavers want to explore the system of rivers below. At least one beaver has to swim

along each river. Due to the heavy current, beavers can only swim downstream and

they can only do one trip from A to B. So the beavers start at A, and meet at B.

River Inspection

Question:
Beavers want to explore the system of rivers below.
At least one beaver has to swim along each river.
Due to the heavy current, beavers can only swim downstream and they can only do one trip
from A to B. So the beavers start at A, and meet at B.

What is the minimum number of beavers needed to explore the system of rivers?

Possible Answers:
3
4
5
6

30

What is the minimum number of beavers needed to explore the system of rivers?

Solution: 6

As shown in the diagram below, the red line crosses six different streams. No beaver

will be able to take more than one of these streams.
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Correct Answer:
6

Explanation of Correct Answer:
As shown in the diagram below, the red line crosses six different streams. No beaver will be
able to take more than one of these streams.

When you place one beaver on each of these streams, it is possible to cover all streams. The
line is not unique, but has to cross as many lines of the graph as possible, and no other line
can cut more lines.

Connections to Computer Science:
The system of rivers is an example of a planar directed graph. A graph is a collection of
points (which we can think of as where the rivers split or join, which are formally called
vertices) and a collection of connections between these points (the rivers themselves, which
are formally called edges). A graph is planar and directed if the edges have directions (in this
problem, the flow of the river) and these edges only meet at a vertex (i.e., rivers do not cross
other than when they join or split).
Analyzing the flow in such a directed graph is often needed, for instance, when you want to
investigate the flow in a computer program. The technique used to solve this problem (making
a cut through as many streams as possible) is suited for these flow problems. Studying these
kinds of algorithms is a large topic in computer science, specifically computational graph
theory, optimization and maximum-cut/minimum-flow problems.

31

When you place one beaver on each of these streams, it is possible to cover all streams.

The line is not unique, but has to cross as many lines of the graph as possible, and no

other line can cut more lines.

9. Deleting Game Bob the Beaver plays a game against Sam the Squirrel. At first Bob

removes four numbers from the list 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Then Sam deletes two of

the remaining numbers. Bob wants the positive difference between the remaining two

numbers to be as large as possible. Sam wants this positive difference to be as small

as possible. Both Bob and Sam know what the other player is trying to achieve. What

is the positive difference between the last two numbers if both Bob and Sam play as

well as possible?

Solution: 2

Bob must not leave two adjacent numbers: if he does, Sam will leave those two adjacent

numbers and the positive difference will be 1. So, Bob can either delete all the odd

or all the even numbers. Sam will then be forced to leave the smallest gap possible,

which is 2.
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